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Trinity Academy Eppleby Forcett, Middleton Tyas and Richmond 

Proud to be Church of England Academies 

Though it is the smallest of all seeds, yet when it grows, it is the biggest of all plants and 

becomes a tree, so that the birds come and make their nests in its branches. 

(Matthew 13 vs. 31-32) 

English Policy - Nov 21 

Introduction 

Our English curriculum is driven through the visions of both schools: ‘roots to grow, wings to 

fly’ and ‘dream, believe, achieve’. By the time children leave our schools, we want them to 

have high standards of literacy; to be equipped with a strong command of the written and 

spoken word and have a love of literature through widespread reading for enjoyment. We 

believe that the link between reading and writing is symbiotic, and we want our children to 

be ‘inspirational readers’ and ‘aspirational writers’. Where appropriate, lessons are adapted 

to ensure that they are inclusive and accessible to all pupils and gifted and talented children 

are challenged accordingly and given opportunities to showcase their work. 

 

Reading 

Reading is integral to every part of our curriculum. Children have exposure to a wealth 
of  high-quality texts, feeding their imagination and instilling a lifelong love of 
reading. Carefully chosen texts link to class topics and other areas of curriculum study (as 
outlined in the long-term plans). Topic texts become models for children’s writing. They learn 
to understand and value the relationship between reader and author. Where the skills of 
reading comprehension are taught, the main class topic text is used alongside a range of 
other texts which link in some form to enrich the children’s exposure to literature.  

Intent 

In Reading our intent is to: 

 Promote a love of reading and expose children to a wide range of inspirational texts 
 Ensure that every child learns to read to a high standard of fluency and 

understanding, regardless of their background, needs or prior attainment  
 Close the ‘word gap’ by expanding pupils' vocabulary and deepening their 

understanding of the texts they are reading  
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Implementation 

Children hear their topic text being read aloud every day for approximately 15-20 minutes. 
This gives the children the opportunity to understand what is being read as well as listen to 
excellent use of expression and intonation.  Through our whole class comprehension lessons, 
children answer questions, linked to the reading domains, (using VIPERS resources from 
Literacy Shed) which require them to think deeply and connect their thinking to evidence 
from the text. Although class topic texts are shared and used to model writing skills, children 
are exposed to a wide variety of texts in their whole class comprehensions each week. They 
will study a range of genres and read work from a diverse range of authors. Each week, 
comprehension texts are chosen that link in some way; for example, by: topic/theme, genre, 
author etc. Activities such as ‘quick start questions’; ‘vocabulary checks’; ‘individual thinking 
time’; ‘partnered talk’ and ‘solo work’ give children opportunities to comprehend texts. Choral 
reading, individual reading, paired reading and reading in a small group are all practised 
regularly. 

The ongoing assessment of children’s reading progress is sufficiently frequent and detailed 
to identify any pupil who is falling behind. Where a child falls behind, targeted support is 
given immediately in line with our ‘Keep up, not catch up’ policy.  

To develop pupils’ understanding and use of spoken language, pupils’ vocabulary, grammar, 
understanding of the world, and their ability to communicate effectively are improved through 
the quality and variety of language they are exposed to. This is achieved through unpicking 
key vocabulary from a quality text with a heavy emphasis on revisiting unfamiliar vocabulary 
daily. 

In EYFS, reading is a priority. We focus on developing fluency, confidence and enjoyment of 
reading. Adults will consistently model language, vocabulary and syntax both from books and 
stories, as well as throughout the day in play through our in the moment approach to teaching 
and learning.  EYFS and KS1 have daily storytelling time where children explore books and 
create their own narratives (see Phonics and Early Reading Policy). 

Teachers encourage reading for pleasure by: 

 Reading out loud to children at least once a day 
 Providing time and space for children to share their recommendations and opinions 
 Using the school library to explore a variety of texts  
 Encouraging reading at home. Children take home books that closely match the 

letter-sound correspondences 
 Developing children’s rich ‘reading diet’ and knowledge of literature. Children are 

given the opportunity to personally respond to texts, debating and developing links 
to other texts, authors and prior knowledge.  

 Termly 'Reading Cafes' which promote community engagement. 

 

Impact 
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The impact of our approach to Reading is that children are excited to read and frequently 
recommend and talk about their favourite authors and texts.  

 

 

 

Writing 

Writing is a skilful and creative subject. Class Topics are taught through an appropriate text 
or texts and these are used as models to support children’s writing. These texts inspire 
children as readers and provide them with the knowledge and enriched vocabulary to produce 
beautifully published writing of a consistently high standard. We want our children to aspire 
to: create texts like their favourite authors; have their work published; have their writing read 
aloud; confidently read their work to others; find ways to improve their writing. 

Intent  

In Writing, our intent is to:  

 Provide a clear teaching sequence, building on children’s prior knowledge and skills, 
and making meaningful connections with reading   

 Communicate effectively and confidently in writing in a wide variety of forms 
appropriate for different purposes and audiences 

 Develop a love for writing with a sense of pride when children publish their work  
 Teach national curriculum objectives in meaningful and inspiring ways   
 Enable children to write confidently in a range of styles and genres  
 Use a consistent approach to teaching spelling and develop confident spellers, able 

to attempt unfamiliar words using a variety of strategies 

Implementation 

Our English approach is implemented through carefully chosen quality texts that inspire us 

as teachers, enthuse our children and stretch their learning. Children have plenty of 

opportunities to write.   

Teaching sequences for writing are based around a high quality class text that links with our 

broader curriculum topics on the Long Term Plan. Genres for fiction, non-fiction and poetry 

are planned by each teacher to link to the text. 

Teaching sequences are skills based; they should contain the teaching of specific writing 

skills. These skills should then be applied to independent, extended pieces of writing. Please 

see our skills progression document which is used to ensure coverage. 

Teachers use the chosen text as a model for children so they can analyse how authors use 

vocabulary, sentences and organisational features. High quality vocabulary is collected from 

the text and displayed so the children can utilise it in their own writing.  

In the next stage of learning, teachers use the collected vocabulary and model it into 

sentences including grammar skills from the national curriculum. Ideas are developed by 

manipulating sentence structures, constructing paragraphs and incorporating higher-level 

punctuation.   
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Planning is an integral part of the writing process and evidence of planning can be found in 

children’s books. Then a first draft of sections or paragraphs of text will be written using clear 

success criteria.  Staff put great emphasis on children taking pride in their writing and having 

a critical, editorial eye to create the best work they can. Children are therefore given 

opportunities to read, edit and improve their writing before publishing a final piece for their 

intended purpose and audience. 

Teaching sequences allow time for children to plan, write at length, edit and draft. 

The topic texts we use allow opportunities for children to write across the curriculum and at 

least once a fortnight, a piece of extended writing must be evident in one of their books. This 

piece must reflect the English objective/s taught in the days leading up to that point and staff 

must identify an area or areas for development which are then shared with the child as their 

current target/s.   

Teaching sequences allow children to plan writing in a range of planning formats with a strong 

focus on purpose for writing. Each classroom displays a PAS (Purpose, Audience, Skills) map 

which is updated and referred to during teaching. 

Teaching sequences include modelling of writing through shared writing tasks. This could be 

the main activity for the lesson or part of the teaching input. 

Guided writing must be planned regularly to support children to achieve objectives. 

Feedback to children’s writing should be given as soon as possible and noted in books with a 

written comment or VF (Abbreviation for Verbal Feedback). 

Opportunities are identified whereby children can write for a real audience and perform their 

writing throughout the year. 

Teaching sequences, on occasions, may be interrupted or include one-off cross-curricular 

lessons such as the write up of a science experiment. In this case a literacy objective and 

writing skill should still be evident. 

In EYFS, well-sequenced phonics teaching supports letter formation and spelling of words. 
We follow Sounds-Write, a quality synthetics phonics programme.  In the early stages of EYFS 
mark making is valued and writing is implemented in the moment, engaging children in 
purposeful writing through their play. Adult modelling is key to children segmenting words 
accurately and forming letters correctly. Environment enhancements always include chances 
for writing to encourage learning and opportunities to meet individual children’s needs.  

Handwriting 

In Reception children will start to form individual letters in the correct direction. Initially 
starting on plain paper and then moving onto writing letters effectively on a line once fluidity 
is developed. Capital letters and numbers will also be taught once children are confident with 
lower case letters. In Key Stage 1, building on the Foundation Stage, pupils primarily focus 
on word formation based on letter families, focusing on correct orientation, formation and 
proportion of lower case and capital letters. At the start of the Spring Term in Year 1, letter 
formation from the line will be taught and children will begin to join two and three letters 
using cursive letter formation. This coincides with the sequence of sounds taught during 
phonics and children are encouraged to say the sounds as they write them. Children will start 
using some diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join letters. In Year 2 and Key Stage 
2, children are taught to write in a cursive style following the Letter-join programme. Once a 
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child is deemed to have ‘neat, cursive’ handwriting, they are presented with a handwriting 
licence and are able to write in pen (see Handwriting Policy). 

 

 

 

 

Spelling 

Spelling is taught using the Spelling Shed programme. Children focus on a different spelling 
pattern/rule each week. At Middleton Tyas, Children in Years 1-6 take weekly spellings home 
to learn which are assessed. At Trinity Academy Richmond, a ‘Spelling Trial’ is being 
conducted throughout the Autumn Term (please see Appendix A) Children who are not 
maintaining an ARE (Age Related Expectation) in spelling access a daily intervention of IDL 
(Computer based Literacy Intervention).  

Impact 

The impact of our writing approach is that children are aspirational writers who: 

 are confident, enthusiastic writers who recognise how writing can impact on people’s 
lives.  

 engage well in the different stages of the writing process and show perseverance to 
produce the best work they can.  

 have a good understanding of the grammatical terms and can write using the correct 
grammatical structures for their stage of learning. 

 are resourceful in their approach to writing, and can use learning resources 
(dictionaries, thesauruses, spelling and learning walls) to support their writing and to 
develop independence.   

 

Speaking, Listening and Responding, Group Discussion and Interaction 

The opportunity to speak and listen is fundamental to the development of literacy. English 
lessons provide opportunities for the incorporation of drama techniques into shared and 
guided sessions. Drama will be used as a tool to stimulate enthusiasm, promote interactive 
learning styles and promote empathy. Drama should be used to spark interest and bring 
subjects to life. Children have the opportunity to read aloud, recite and learn poetry and 
participate in group and class discussions regularly. All children have the opportunity to 
perform in front of the whole school and parents through school productions and child 
participation in collective worship.  

Role of parents: 

The role of parents in their children’s education has long been recognised as a significant 
factor in educational success and school improvement (Epstein, 1996, Safran, 1996). At 
Trinity Academy, we want to build on our relationships with parents by celebrating children 
who read regularly at home. Parents are invited to support their children with their homework 
on a weekly basis (including reading and spelling). 

Assessment: 

Please see separate Assessment policy 
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Monitoring: 

English provision will be monitored by: 
Termly learning walks focusing on writing, reading and speaking & listening 
Scrutiny of books 
Pupil interviews 
Collecting and reviewing of data 
 

This policy should be read in conjunction with the Feedback and Marking, Phonics 
and Early Reading, Handwriting and the Equal Opportunities policies. 
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Appendix A 

Spelling Trial at Trinity Academy Richmond. 

 

Rather than children being given a list of spelling to learn weekly they will participate in spelling 

investigations to learn how to spell, developing strategies to support with spelling and how to check 

spellings.  

 

 Children will spend one lesson a week investigating a spelling pattern/rule 

 Over the course of the week opportunities will be given to practise using and applying that 

pattern/rule through different games and activities.  

 A spelling test will be given at the end of the week where children are given the opportunity to apply 

the rule/pattern to unfamiliar words and words that they have been practising. The spelling test 

should involve discussion amongst peers to support in developing a good understanding of how to 

spell and apply patterns and strategies as well as strategies of how to check spellings  

 

Example week: 

Monday: Discussion spelling test of last week’s pattern/rule. Could also be an opportunity for a dictation 

exercise. Children will be given a word to spell which they will do independently and then given the 

opportunity to talk to a peer about how they have chosen to spell it and why they have done it like that. 

Children can then edit spellings after discussion if they feel they need to prior to the ‘answer’ being 

revealed.  

Introduce new spelling rule/pattern through an investigation, encouraging children to prove their 

answer, e.g: 

 There are 3 different ways that the ‘sion’ can be made. True or False 

What does the prefix anti mean? 

When adding the suffix ‘ly’ to a root word ending in c, the suffix must be spelt as ‘-ally’ e.g frantically. 

Always, sometimes or never true.  

More words end in ‘able’ than ‘ible’  

Tuesday- Friday: Activities linked to practising the spelling rule (short games, morning activities, time on 

spelling shed) 
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The spelling week could run from Friday – Friday, Wednesday – Tuesday, it doesn’t really matter how it is 

done – whatever is going to fit best with your timetable. It will just be ensuring that time can be spent on 

teaching children how to spell.  

 

 

 

 


